
Quick vs CCG  

Cricket boys have a special nature, their batsman doesn’t know where they are 

going. it is an unknown journey to an unpredicted zone, where 11 people try to 

hunt you in different tactics. It is a test of patience between bowler and 

batsman’s strategy. It is pure human psychology to observing the planing of 

anime ball by ball.  

 

 

J van Beek and D Bantwal have extraordinary partnership against our best 

bowlers that partnership was ended with magic bowling of Chaudhry. The most 

compelling inning and compelling struggle show his determination and 

character to stand against us.  

 

 

SC Osborne has brilliant spell few delvers were unplayable and beautiful to 

watch. Speed and pinpoint autocracy and line en length was marvellous.7 over 

11 runs 2 wickets Wonderfull exhibition indeed.  

 

 

No, doubt, show stole by our gutsy allrounder H Mir 75 run, playing the 

remarkable inning with marvelous phenomenal patience. Every ball he faced to 

play with its merits, without any errors, extremely focused. God gifted talented 

young man, along with S. Ali has 44 it is petty he couldn’t complete his half-

century. The winning partnership was stamped by H Mir. He was the man of the 

match. A thrilling cameo was played by S Mohammad 24 and cracking 6 was 

delightful and treat of the eyes.  

 

 

The leader is playing a vital role in visually observing the whole spectrum of 

thinking the strategy of opposition. That is the factuality, Ware de Vore. 

A true leader has the confidence to stand alone, the courage to make tough 

decisions, and the compassion to listen to the needs of others.” “Leadership is 

challenging the opposition. The day players stop bringing you their problems is 

the day you have stopped leading them. 

 

 

 

 

In the Harvard University, research has been carried on till now, Harvard 

produced unique people leaders, few are president, astronaut, scholars, 

billionaires, scientist social genius reached in conclusion, those who have best 

relations with their families and friends. they were most happier and stable in 

society. Not billionaires, professors, social scientists, I notice the only family is 



happier in CCG is Wim de Lange. He often teaches me to keep high morals and 

manners, that I am grateful. He is a moral transformer in the Hague.  

 

 

 

 

That was the glorious day the golden sun is shining with its majestic manners, a 

bit cool breeze is blowing with romantic atmosphere. As usual, quick’s gents 

received us with warm coffee. Winning the toss they decided to bat first. At the 

beginning of they're batting, they struggle against our pacers. Steve and S. 

Mohamood were so effective with their in-swingers and outswingers.  

 

 

"If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more, and become 

more, you are a leader." "Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a 

follower." "Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no 

path and leave a trail.” 

That makes, Ware de Vroe so special, he never compromised with the losers, a 

cricket match is miniature warfare,  

They treated us with glorious Lunch and later with the lavish festival with 

dranks in social distancing and keeping the state regulation of coronavirus 

pandemic. (That is all gentleman) 

 
 
 


